Endpoint titration and immunotherapy.
Inhalant allergy, or "atopy" as it is now termed, is the best understood form of allergy today. In some circles, it is the only recognized form of allergy. While an overall picture of its effects on the body and a reasonable approach to its treatment now exist, many problems remain to be solved and much improvement in its treatment will probably occur within the next several years. Many new approaches to treatment of aeroallergens are now available; however, all are compared with the skin test, which is and has been the baseline for testing and treatment. Endpoint titration provides a quantitative means for undertaking treatment of aeroallergen sensitivity. In no other way does it differ from the forms of skin testing that have been widely used for generations. The practitioners of endpoint titration feel that this difference is highly significant in simplifying, validating, and shortening the necessary period of therapy. While the concept of endpoint titration is not difficult, it is by definition a quantitative form of testing and requires a degree of expertise in performing it correctly. While a good understanding of the method may be gained from the literature, adequate hands-on experience should be obtained by any physician prior to instituting the technique as a treatment modality. Once mastered, it becomes a reliable baseline for all forms of inhalant allergy care.